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AmpliTech’s History, Merits, and Experience
AmpliTech’s Mission Statement clearly states our company’s focus and directive:
“AmpliTech’s Mission is to develop quality, state-of-the-art microwave
amplifiers through a company built on experience, proven technical
expertise, superior design heritage, and complete customer
satisfaction.”
Our personnel, both technical and administrative have been in this business for
over 25 years. In particular, our expertise is not only in providing the lowest NF
amplifiers in the world, but we have also pioneered the art of Space and HiReliability Qualification and Manufacturing while simultaneously providing the
most cost-efficient and timely deliveries. We have proven this over and over in
our history by delivering to customers such as Raytheon, Boeing, Northrop
Grumman, Lockheed Martin, and BAE systems, to name just a few. In addition,
AmpliTech is on the APL/QPL for many of these companies and has the
distinction of having a SECRET Government Clearance as well as being an
SBA (8a) and SBDC certified Company. Please note that we are currently in
the process of obtaining AS9100 certification and have also recently been ISO
Certified to demonstrate our dedication to Quality Assurance. AmpliTech
continues to grow and is now offering other key microwave products and subsystems such as oscillators, frequency converters, multipliers, complete frontends and SS switches among others.
AmpliTech has the advantage of being able to offer not only the best
products in the industry, but also the advanced technical expertise and
engineering consulting services to support our customers, thereby adding a
value unequalled by our competitors. Our company is technically and
administratively agile and can respond quickly to custom requirements and
customer challenges. Our products have the unique advantage of design
flexibility to accommodate any customer changes in parameters due to
obsolescence or technology upgrades. If we experience advances in transistor or
MMIC technology, our parts can immediately be upgrades as well to remain
state-of-the-art. Our unique topology and experience also accommodates
optimization of individual parameters and specifications as customer’s needs
change. Therefore, AmpliTech has many advantages over our competitors in
terms of performance, availability, quality, and customer service.

